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The contextual subjective well-being (SWB) of context-aware system users can be very helpful 
in recommending relevant mental health services, especially for those who struggle with mental illness 
due to a metabolic syndrome or melancholia. Self-surveying measuring or auto-sensing methods have 
been suggested to monitor users’ SWB. However, self-surveying measuring method is not inappropriate 
for a context-aware service due to requesting personal data in a manual and hence obtrusive manner. 
Moreover, auto-sensing methods still suffer from accuracy problem to be applied in mental health 
services. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to propose a contextual SWB estimation method to 
estimate the user’s mental health in unobtrusive and accurate manners. This method is timely in that 
it acquires context data from the user’s literal responses, which expose their temporal feeling. In 
particular, we developed a measuring method based on exposed feeling verbs and degree adverbs in 
chat and other text-based communications which show anger or negative feelings. Based on the 
proposed contextual SWB degree estimation method, we developed an idea of well-being life care 
recommendation. From the experiment with actual drivers, we demonstrated that the proposed method 
accurately estimate the user’s degree of negative feelings even though it does not require a self-survey.
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1. Introduction

One of the biggest opportunities to apply 

context-aware intelligent services in actual prac-
tice lies in e-services that are targeted to preserve 
well-being or mental health. People who suffer 
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from a range of mental illnesses that might be due 
various stressful situations need consistent and 
relevant monitoring for all situations. In this re-
gard, a success factor of context-aware services 
for such people depends on how well the in-
dividuals’ mental health can be accurately and 
promptly estimated, yet at the same time how the 
service can improve its natural interface for im-
proved convenience and ease of use. Ultimately 
the valuable service should help improving the 
customer’s happiness or well-being state. 

However, since the well-being state varies 
according to the users and situations confronted, 
it is accepted as a subjective-cognitive element; 
so it is called Subjective Well-Being (SWB) 
(Diener and Ryan, 2009). When we say valuable 
service, this means that it increases the user’s 
SWB. Actually measuring the degree of SWB in 
a relative manner is very important for the suc-
cessful service.

Conventionally, this self-reporting method 
has been widely accepted in the field of psychol-
ogy to measure a state of well-being. This method 
surveys SWB-related items and explains overall 
SWB with set of items. The representative meth-
ods are Anchoring Striving Scale (Cantril’s, 
1965), Sixty-second happiness measure (Fordyce, 
1977), Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule 
(PANAS; Watson, 1988), Satisfaction With Life 
Scale (SWLS; Diener, et al., 1985).

However, self-reporting, self-measurement 
methods have some drawbacks vis-à-vis regular 
use for context-aware services. First, they are “big 
picture,” measuring in individual’s larger, whole 

life, well-being state. SWB states are always con-
sistent; rather, they are changeable according to 
specific situations in which users find themselves. 
For example, even though an individual generally 
lives a satisfactory life, he or she might not retain 
those same satisfaction level being, for example, 
stuck in heavy traffic. An individual’s overall 
well-being, and his or her contextual well-being, 
can easily be two different things. Secondly, since 
self-report measuring per se is affected by the per-
son’s feeling which can change dynamically, 
measuring SWB at one time is not sufficient for 
completely and accurately estimating one’s gen-
eral state. Therefore, the general well-being state 
should be measured many times (Diener, 2009). 
Third, since conventional self-reporting method is 
conducted with a context-free questionnaire, it is 
difficult to connect or estimate the results to a sit-
uation-dependent state of well-being. Last, it 
would be very burdensome to the point of being 
fruitless for users to answer dozens of questions 
whenever they request any context-aware services.

With respect to this concern, a medical ap-
proach might be considered as an alternative way 
of self-report measuring. Facial color, tongue col-
or or heart beat acquired from bio-sensors can 
provide a person’s well-being state in a timely 
manner. However, to use this method, the user 
would need to wear the sensors or sensor-em-
bedded devices at any time-an idea that most 
would find unnatural.

In related areas, researchers have been ex-
amining the relationship between negative feel-
ings and stress. For example, McLinton and 
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Dollard (2010) proved a relationship in a Japanese 
context between anger and stress. They used a 
Driving Anger Scale (DAS) to measure anger, as 
DAS has been widely used to measure anger that 
is exposed while driving. Deffenbacher et al. 
(1994) revealed DAS is meaningful for measuring 
an individual’s traits and this data can also be 
helpful for identifying health problem. DAS con-
sists of 14 driving situations: hostile action, police 
emergence, slow driving, unscrupulous action, ag-
gressive driving etc. Participants respond as to 
their subjective degree of anger in situations by 
scoring from 1 to 5 (Yasak and Esiyok, 2009). 
Other than DAS, Multidimensional Anger Scale 
(MAS) is used to measure anger with multidimen-
sional concepts. State Anger Scale (SAS), Trait 
Anger Scale (TAS) and State-Trait Anger Ex-
pression Inventory are other candidates to esti-
mate degrees of anger (Deffenbacher et al., 2003). 
However, they all have weakness to be used in 
context-aware services simply because they use 
survey techniques. There should be a more auto-
mated and timely measuring method for con-
textual SWB to provide situated services. To ad-
dress this concern, we aim to use context data 
which can be naturally gathered and hence does 
not require the user’s additional efforts.

One promising user context for naturally 
measuring contextual SWB is what a user says 
or writes, which includes feeling predicates. It is 
well known that SWB consists of three elements : 
positive feelings, negative feelings, and life satis-
faction. Life satisfaction measures an individual’s 
overall satisfaction with his or her life, and is 

measured by the Satisfaction With Life Satisfac-
tion (SWLS) method. Many studies have sup-
ported a hypothesis that life satisfaction measured 
by SWLS has a positive relation to positive feel-
ings (Diener et al., 1985; Lucas et al., 1996; 
Schimmack et al., 2002; Suh et al., 1996). The 
opposite is also true; anxiety and depression are 
related to psychological stress and hence have a 
negative relation to positive feeling (Schimmack 
et al., 2004; Van Hemert et al., 2002; Wilkinson, 
1998). These imply that we can estimate SWB 
if we can recognize symbols that express a pos-
itive or negative feeling even though we do not 
rely on a questionnaire method like SWLS. Sen-
tences written by a user that include feeling verbs 
would be a naturally accessible factor to con-
jecture with the user’s dynamic feeling. However, 
few context-aware computing studies to date quan-
tify the degree of affect to each feeling verb and 
then apply the quantified results to estimate one’s 
temporal affect to estimate subjective well-being. 

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to pro-
pose a method to acquire higher abstract level 
context, SWB and degree of negative affect, from 
the user’s text. To do so, first of all, we will focus 
on estimating the levels of anger based on feeling 
predicate which consists of selecting a feeling 
verb and a degree adverb. Then, based on the esti-
mated level of anger, we will propose a method 
to measure the degree of SWB, as well as neg-
ative affect. In addition to a feeling verb, a degree 
adverb will also be considered to adjust the de-
gree of anger of corresponding feeling verbs. The 
method provides the user with response diversity 
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by taking into consideration the degree of anger 
of nearly 100 feeling verbs, which is much more 
than the number of verbs considered in the pre-
vious studies. Improved response diversity will 
eventually contribute to enhance user satisfaction 
by allowing the users to expose their feeling more 
elaborately.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. In chapter 2, we described previous 
works on SWB and feeling verbs. Chapter 3 in-
troduces the outline and measuring steps of the 
proposed method. To show the feasibility of the 
ideas proposed in this paper, implementation and 
experiment are delineated in chapter 4. Finally, 
in chapter 5, we conclude with a discussion and 
further research issues.

2. Related Works

2.1 Subjective Well-Being

In positive psychology, the concept of well- 
being was divided into Subjective Well-Being 
(SWB); and Psychological Well-Being (PWB), 
formulated by Ryff. Ryff and Keyes (1995) ar-
gued that it is difficult to measure PWB with a 
single standard, so they developed a new measur-
ing model that uses multi-criteria : autonomy, per-
sonal growth, self-acceptance, purpose of life, and 
the ability to have positive relations with others. 
It is known that higher level of PWB can aid a 
more effective adaptation to one’s life changes 
and has a meaningful relation with emotional and 
physical health (Ryff and Singer, 1998).

Even though Ryff’s model is strong in 
terms of reliability and accuracy, it is limited in 
that it needs a number of survey items. In partic-
ular, estimating a temporal well-being would re-
quire users to answer too many questions for ev-
ery different situation, rendering the model less 
usable. One way to overcome this limitation is 
to consider a temporal PWB measuring method 
with an emotional state, which can be collected 
from what the user says or writes. Since emo-
tional state is one of the variables to predict 
PWB (Urry et al., 2004), we can use it to meas-
ure the user’s PWB. Specific measuring methods 
can be used, such as Positive Affect and Nega-
tive Affect Scales (PANAS), which measures 
positive and negative feeling. PANAS is already 
developed and widely adopted to many legacy 
systems (Watson et al., 1988).

Compared to PWB, SWB is more a typical 
bottom-up theory : it estimates the user’s degree 
of well-being based on personal and situational 
stimulus from individual experience. On the other 
hand, PWB has more focus on an overall, con-
sistent state than the fluctuation of individual 
situations. Even though SWB still has not been 
successfully theorized as PWB at the mercy of 
Ryff, SWB is more practical because it is meas-
ured with universally acquired human feelings.

According to Diener et al.’s study (1997), 
SWB consists of cognitive factors (e.g. life sat-
isfaction) and affective factors. As for cognitive 
factors, items measuring life satisfaction such as 
SWLS is already available. Moreover, the items 
can be adjusted to measure a more specific cur-
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rent well-being rather than an overall well-being 
(Pavot and Diener 1993; Simsek, 2009). As for 
affective factors, positive emotion is expressed as 
cheerful, in good spirits, extremely happy, calm 
and peaceful, satisfied, full of life; phrases used 
to describe negative emotions include so sad 
nothing could cheer you up, nervous, restless or 
fidgety, hopeless, worthless. These expressions 
on positive affect and negative affect are well 
conceptualized regardless of cultural difference 
(Zhang et al., 2009).

Nevertheless, current PWB and SWB mod-
els are not ready to be directly used to estimate 
current well-being, which is useful for recom-
mending context-aware services. A context-aware 
service could ideally understand users’ emotional 
states in their current context. An overall life sat-
isfaction index based on legacy PWB or SWB 
would not be very useful. PWB and SWB are 
more limited because they use a very limited 
number of feeling verbs to estimate the degree 
of well-being. This would be less of an issue if 
affective states were collected from a well-struc-
tured mechanism such as questionnaire and struc-
tured interview. However, under actual situations, 
the users use far more expressions. Hence, de-
grees of feeling for more feeling verbs should be 
quantified to gather the affective states. 

2.2 Feeling Verbs

Since we initiated a healthcare service de-
velopment project in Korea, yet conventional an-
ger measurement methods were based on English, 

it was necessary to research Korean language 
studies to measure degrees of anger embedded in 
Korean feeling verbs. 

Kim (2005) noted that feeling states occur 
from stimulations regardless of conscious inten-
tion; a process that is very subjective to the in-
dividual’s internal experience. Even identifying 
what feeling verbs are and are not is not simple- 
which leads us to attempt to verify feeling verbs 
through surveys as the preliminary efforts to esti-
mate feeling state of a certain feeling verb.

There have been several efforts to estimate 
feeling states in Korean feeling verbs. Ahn et al. 
(1993) surveyed 669 persons; 85% the persons 
agreed that 224 verbs are feeling verbs from 3,582 
candidate verbs. With 60% agreement level, Park 
(2001) chose 434 feeling verbs from 52,275 can-
didate verbs. Shaver et al. (1987) chose 135 feel-
ing verbs from 213 candidate verbs. Kim (2004) 
integrated the above findings with Kim (2000) 
and Kim (2002)’s studies, and then made list of 
494 feeling verbs which are verified by self-made 
verification sentence patterns.

However, several concerns and conflicts 
arose regarding classification of a feeling state. 
Kim (2004) classified feeling verbs into cause- 
centered and target-centered verbs. If a verb’s 
concern is caused by a certain occurrence, we can 
say the verb belongs to cause-centeredness. On 
the other hand, the verb is target-centeredness 
when it is used to express the subjective feelings 
to a target. Lee (2006) classified feeling verbs as 
expressing an internal state and an external res-
ponse. The words happy, scary and envious de-
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Lower Average Higher

끌리다(kl-li-da, attracted) 좋아하다(jo-a-ha-da, like) 사랑하다(sa-rang-ha-da, love)

화나다(hwa-na-da, annoyed) 분노하다(bun-no-ha-da, angry) 노발 발하다(no-bal-dae-bal-ha-da, enraged)

두렵다(du-ryop-da, scared) 겁나다(geop-na-da, afraid) 혼비백산하다(hon-bi-baek-san-ha-da, terrified)

<Table 1> Examples of Degree of Feeling

scribe a speaker’s psychological state subjectively 
so they belongs to the former, and the words re-
joice, fear and envy belong to the latter because 
they describe overt feelings via the Korean -eoha-
da morpheme. Shaver et al. (1987) divided the 
results of their survey into 6 major groups and 
25 sub groups.

One of the main characteristics of feeling 
verbs in many languages is that they have a cer-
tain degree of feeling (Kim, 1979; Kim, 2004; 
Kim, 2005). For example, Korean feeling verbs 
have a degree dimension as shown in <Table 1>.

In the same row of <Table 1>, all verbs 
have similar meaning, but left verbs’ degrees are 
weaker than right ones. Therefore, the selected 
verbs express the speaker’s feeling in a different 
degree. When a speaker wants to use feeling verb, 
a proper verb is selected by the speaker to express 
properly his intended degree of feeling.

3. Methodology of Estimating 
Subjective Well-Being with 
Feeling Verbs and Degree adverb

3.1 Overall Process

The overall process for estimating con-
textual SWB is shown in <Figure 1>. First, when 

a feeling predicate is derived from the environ-
ment (i.e., from instant messaging or e-mail sys-
tems), the predicate is parsed into feeling verb and 
degree adverb. Formally, context information (C), 
acquired from context-aware functionality, con-
sists of feeling predicate (P) and user profile (U) 
as (1).

    (1)

A feeling predicate contains a feeling verb 
and a degree adverb. The specific feeling verb (v) 
and degree adverb (a) belong to a set of standard 
feeling verbs (V) and standard degree adverbs 
(A), respectively. Hence, ∈  ∈ .

   (2)

The next step of the process is to measure 
the degree of feeling of the recognized feeling 
verb. At this time, the measuring knowledge stor-
ed in standard feeling verb repository can be 
referred. 

The measured degree of feeling can be ad-
justed by degree adverb and/or personal profile, 
which are stored in a degree adverb repository 
and personal profile repository, respectively. Ac-
cording to the related works, we consider demo-
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Parse feeling predicate
Recognize feeling verb and measure the degree of feelingStandard

Feeling Verb

Recognize feeling adverb and adjust degree of feelingStandard
Degree Adverb

Adjust degree of feeling
By demographic and psychographic information User Profile

Measure Contextual Negative Affect

Degree of 
Feeling

Adjusted
Degree of 

Feeling

Measure Contextual Subjective Well-Being

DoNA

Adjusted
Degree of 

Feeling

<Figure 1> Overall Process of Estimating Contextual SWB

graphic data such as ages, employment and in-
come level, as well as psychographic information 
such as neuroticism. For the adjustment of degree 
of feeling with user profile, a regression model 
is established from survey data. 

Using the degree of feeling, we then derive 
a contextual negative affect and contextual SWB. 
We know that SWB is affected by positive and 
negative feelings and overall life satisfaction 
(Keyes et al., 2002). Originally SWB is deter-
mined as : (life satisfaction + degree of positive 
feeling – degree of negative feeling) (Elliot, 1999). 
Since we focus on degree of negative feeling’s 
partial effect on SWB, we regard (life satisfaction 
+ degree of positive feeling) equaling the constant 
value, K. 

   (3)

Where Degree of Negative Affect(DoNA), 
which is measured by (4). 

  ⋯    (4)

  is a function that calculates the spe-

cific degree of a feeling verb. This would corre-
spond to specific word’s degree of feeling, and 
expressing feeling verb’s traits and correspond-
ing relations. As for V, a set of feeling verbs, 
conventional SWB’s self-describing adjectives are 
widely used. In particular, Brunstein’s study iden-
tified nine adjectives such as happy, active, plea-
sed, joyful etc., which are used for positive 
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feeling or mood, and 12 adjectives such as 
helpless, nervous, annoyed, tense, irritable etc., 
which are used to estimate the degree of neg-
ative feeling (Brunstein 1993). The reason why 
just a small number of selected words are con-
sidered is due to lack of linguistic study. In this 
paper, we take an ample number of words for 
more accurate measurement.

In the meanwhile,    can be 

seen as an adjusted degree of feeling made by de-
gree adverb and that by feeling verb. Finally, 
  ⋯     is a function 

of degree of negative affect (DoNA). It means 
that degree of feeling,   , is re-ad-

justed by N attributes of user’s profile to get 
DoNA.  

Finally, the differentiation of Degree of 
Subjective Well-Being (DoSWB) is set as (5) :

   (5)

where  indicates a function of Degree of 

Negative Affect (DoNA). 

3.2. Measurement of degree of feeling by 
feeling verbs

To get the degree of affect for 99 selected 
feeling verbs, we used a survey. The verbs that 
describe anger were classified with six feeling 
categories (Choi, 2008). The classification con-
ducted by Kim (2004)’s 494 feeling verbs and 
Shaver et al. (1987)’s six meaning groups: love, 
joy, surprise, anger, sadness, and fear. Hostile or 

inappropriate messages are known as a main rea-
son of conveying or inciting anger (Doob and 
Gross 1968; Potter et al., 1995). If we know the 
degree of feeling for the anger-related words, we 
will understand the current degree of anger of the 
speaker. A widely accepted way to obtain the an-
ger-related words is to embed parser into instant 
messaging or e-mail systems. 

We considered 99 anger verbs. Initially, 
121 subjects who live in Korea applied for the 
experiment. Since we will compare our method 
with DAS for measuring a driver’s anger while 
he is driving, we collected subjects who have their 
own driver’s license and have actual experience 
of driving. Among those, one subject who did not 
answer the questions was excluded in the ex-
periment. Finally, 120 subjects are selected as val-
id sample. The socio-economic profiles are de-
scribed in <Table 2>.

Attribute Values Frequency Percentile

Income

Lower

Average

Above 

average

Higher

No response

30

56

18

5

11

25.0%

46.7%

15.0%

2.5%

10.8%

Employed

Employed

Unemployed

No response

81

36

3

67.5%

30.0%

2.5%

Ages

20’s

30’s

40’s

50’s

60’s or more 

No response

53

46

11

4

6

0

44.2%

38.3%

9.2%

3.3%

5.0%

0.0%

<Table 2> Participants’ Socio-economic Profiles 
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The data was collected from December 
2009 to January 2010. The subjects were asked 
to answer the degree of feeling that they perceive 
when they recognize the feeling verbs. Each feel-
ing verb is scored from 0 to 10. For example, if 
a participant has no feeling of anger when they 
see hwanada (angry) he will score the verb as 0. 
If they have the highest feeling of anger with 
same word, then he was asked to report 10. As 
a result, we acquired the average degree of anger 
for all considering feeling verbs as shown in 
Appendix A. The scores range from 1.0 to 8.1. 
Highest scored verbs were 역겹다(yeok-geop-da, 
disgusting), 증오하다(jeong-o-ha-da, loathing), and 
혐오하다 (hyeom-o-ha-da, loathing), while 동경하다 

tong-gyeong-ha-da, longing), 부럽다(bu-rup-da, 
envious) and 부러워하다(bu-reo-weo-ha-da, en-
vious) scored lowest.

In a real conversation setting, since there 
are many verbs which are not surveyed here, so 
we tried to find some morphological traits to con-
jecture the feeling degree of unexpected words. 
First, many highest scored verbs have another an-
ger part in the word : anger words’ degrees of feel-
ing are increased by the other anger morphemes. 
This feature appears in the words of degree higher 
than 6.0 such as 경멸하다(kyeong-myeol-ha-da, 
7scorn), and 격분하다(kyeok-bun-ha-da, very fu-
rious). 경(kyeong), 멸(myeol) in the first word 
and 격(kyeok), 분(bun) in the second word sepa-
rately express anger feeling. 분통터지다(bun- ong- 
eo-ji-da, enraged) and 울화치밀다(ul-hwa-hi- il-da, 
resentful) are also increasing degree of feeling 
more by taking a anger subject-anger predicate 

structure. We know this by inserting subject case 
marker -이(i)/가(ka) in the middle of the words; 
as like 분통이 터지다(bun-tong i teo-ji-da), 울화가 

치밀다(ul-hwa ka chi-mil-da). The subjects and 
predicates are relevant with anger feeling indi-
vidually. These structures take 55% of above 6.0 
degree verbs. 

Second, intermediately scored verbs such as 
화나다(hwa-na-da, angry), 성질나다(sung-jil-na-da, 
bad temper) and 밉다(mip-da, hateful) have ho-
mogeneous single feeling noun like 화(hwa, an-
ger), 성질(sung-jil, temper) and 미움(mi-um, hate) 
per se. Hence, if we know the feeling degree of 
a noun or just find the single feeling noun in the 
unexpected word, we can guess that the rough 
score of the word as 4.0~5.9 score.

Third, most feeling verbs with a lower 
score, below 4.0 degree, reflect a weak feeling 
of anger. They tend to indirectly express anger. 
The anger meaning of 지겹다(ji-kyeop-da, bor-
ing), 지루하다(ji-ru-ha-da, boring), 고리타분하다

(go-ri-ta-bun-ha-da, stuffy), 물리다(mul-li-da, fed 
up), 식상하다(sik-sang-ha-da, fed up), 시시하다

(si-si-ha-da, trivial), 시들하다(si-dul-ha-da, indis-
posed) and 심드렁하다(sim-du-rung-ha-da, drag-
ged) just come from speaker’s repeated experi-
ences. And the angry meaning of 시기하다(si-gi 
-ha-da, jealous), 시샘하다(si-saem-ha-da, jeal-
ous), 토라지다(to-ra-ji-da, sulky), 뾰로통하다(pyo- 
ro-tong-ha-da, sulky) and 샐쭉하다(sael-juk- ha- 
da, sulky) may come from the speaker’s perspec-
tive or emotional state. Hence, they are not ef-
fective to show enthusiastic anger. Meanwhile, 
the verbs of lower degree of feeling such as 남
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Grade Degree Adverbs Strength Score

One

Muchuk(very much)

2.0

Maewoo(exteremely)

Ajoo(exceedingly)

Mopsi(terribly)

Neomoo(overly)

Two

Simhi(quite)

1.6

Puk(very)

Suk(really)

Cham(truly)

Daedanhi(greatly)

Three
Kwoe(pretty)

1.2
Jebup(fairly)

Four
Jom(a little)

0.5
Jogum(a bit)

 <Table 3> The Grade and Strength of Degree 

Adverbs ( )

부럽다(nam-bu-rup-da, envious), 부러워하다(bu-reo- 
weo-ha-da, envious), 부럽다(bu-rup-da, envious) 
and 동경하다(tong-gyeong-ha-da, longing) are al-
so just expressing a not-angry feeling to other 
person.

In short, a degree of feeling can be divided 
into three categories : scored high, medium and 
low. Degree 6.0 or more feeling verbs belong to 
high category, which means that they express rel-
atively high feeling with the feature that is special 
in terms of structure. Degree between 4.0 and 5.9 
verbs belong to medium category : they express 
basic anger level with word itself anger meaning. 
Finally, below the degree 4.0 verbs belong to low 
category. They just express uncomfortable feeling 
with some exceptions. These categories are useful 
to recognize the degree of unexpected feeling 
words.

3.3 Adjusting Degree of Feeling by Degree 
Adverb

Sometimes the added morphemes act like 
degree adverbs. These morphological structures 
provide a basis as to how the more complicated 
messages can be recognized. For example, we 
recognize a higher degree of anger in sentence 
when an anger verb is used repeatedly. Or we can 
morphologically explain the sentences which al-
ready have a higher anger feeling when the sen-
tence also includes a degree adverb. Hence, de-
gree of feeling is the product of an adverb’s in-
tensity, and a degree of feeling of feeling verb 
is valid in this regard. The degree of feeling of 
feeling verb can be modified by the intensity of 

degree adverb as (6). 

   × (6)

Meanwhile, Hong (2002) theoretically clas-
sified Korean degree adverbs into four grades. 
Grade one adverbs are 무척(mu-chuk, very much), 
매우(mae-woo, extremely), 아주(a-joo, exceed-
ingly), 몸시(mop-si, terribly) and 너무(neo-moo, 
overly). They are called as maximizers. Grade 
two adverbs, called booster, include 심히(sim-hi, 
quite), 퍽(puk, very), 썩(suk, really), 참(cham, 
truly) and 대단히(dae-dan-hi, greatly). Grade 
three adverbs are 꽤(kwoe, pretty), 제법(je-pup, 
fairly) and so on and they are called as com-
promisers. Finally, grade four adverbs, called as 
diminishers, include 좀(jom, a little) and 조금
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(jo-gum, a bit). Then we give intensity score to 
the four grades as shown in <Table 3>.

When a user expresses a feeling verb only, 
the score will be only 1. When the above degree 
adverbs are also used the score will be changed. 
For example, when a speaker expresses negative 
feeling using only by 화나다(hwa-na-da, angry) 
the feeling score will be 1.0. However, if 조금

(jo-gum, a bit) is used, the adjusted degree of neg-
ative feeling will be 0.5(= 1.0×0.5). Similarly, if 
심히(sim-hi, quite) is used the degree will be 1.6 
(= 1.0×1.6). If 아주(a-joo, exceedingly) is used 
as intensity, then the degree will be set to 2.0 (= 
1.0×2.0). 

3.4 Adjusting Subjective well-being (SWB) 
with personal profile

The individual’s personality and demo-
graphical traits affects the individual’s subjective 
well-being (SWB) in several ways. First, in gen-
eral as a relative income level increases, SWB al-
so tends to increase. However, the marginal in-
crease decreases just like the principle of marginal 
utility (Diener et al., 2009; Frey and Stutzer, 
2002). Second, unemployment clearly negatively 
affects SWB (Clark, 2009). Thirdly, as a person 
get older, SWB also tends to increase or at least 
does not decrease (Herzog and Rodgers, 1981; 
Horley and Lavery, 1995). Fourthly, social activ-
ity and human relations affect SWB in a positive 
manner (Diener and Biswas-Diener, 2008). These 
phenomena explain why powerful social inter-
actions like marriage increases SWB (Helliwell 
et al., 2009).  

Meanwhile, personality has been regarded 
as a factor that affects SWB; for example, if 
someone has an extrovert personality, positive 
feelings are also expressed more (Lucas and 
Fujita, 2000). Finally, neuroticism is connected 
with negative feeling (Fujita, 1991).

When we consider the above findings, 
SWB will potentially be more accurately esti-
mated by feeling verbs and degree adverbs. The 
contextual degree of SWB can be adjusted by 
one’s personality and demographical traits.  

3.5 Estimation of Contextual SWB

As supposed earlier, we assume that the de-
gree of subjective well-being (DoSWB) is a func-
tion of the degree of negative affect (DoNA) as 
below. And we can easily assume that  
is inversely proportional to  . In this pa-
per, we developed the following formula (7) us-
ing input from Busseri’s research (Busseri et al., 
2007).

  × (7)

Finally, when contextual SWB is estimated, 
a proper service for well-being can be chosen and 
recommended to return user’s mental health to the 
normal SWB state.

4. Experiment

4.1 Design  

The experiment aims to examine how 
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well the proposed contextual SWB estimation 

method, based on affective predicates, is valid 

in actual situations. To do so, the results from 

the Driving Anger Scale (DAS), which has been 

widely used to estimate the degree of negative 

feeling and eventually SWB, and those from the 

proposed method will be compared to observe if 

the two result sets are statistically interrelated. 

If the two sets are interrelated, then we could 

conclude that DAS can be replaced with the 

proposed method to estimate SWB. This is use-

ful for the computer-based systems to acquire 

the user’s contextual SWB in an automated 

manner, and hence minimize the user’s concerns 

for any interruptions such as requesting answers 

to some questions in DAS. Moreover, the se-

lected feeling verbs can be used as representa-

tive words to estimate the speaker’s or writer’s 

feelings.

We used a survey to collect sample data 

from the subjects as described above in <Table 

2>. To estimate the participant’s anger experi-

ence, all items of DAS, feeling verbs, and de-

gree adverbs are shown to the participants. We 

then referred to Deffenbacher et al’s driving 

scenarios to answer the questions (Deffenbacher 

et al., 2003). We also posed questions regarding 

perception constructs, neuroticism, and perceived 

satisfaction vis-à-vis human relationships, using 

a 5 Likert scale. This is because we want to ex-

amine how neuroticism and perceived sat-

isfaction on human relationships affect negative 

feelings as earlier studies suggested. 

4.2 Results

We compared the degree of negative affec-

tion measured by the Driving Anger Expression 

Inventory (DAX) of the DAS model, and that 

measured by feeling verbs and degree adverbs ac-

cording to the driving scenarios. We then exam-

ined to what extent the two degrees of negative 

affection are interrelated. If the correlation was 

significantly high, then  and   

can be estimated only with simple user profile and 

affective predicate, not with lots of questions in 

DAX.  

As a result, <Table 4> shows how the 

considering variables are correlated : unexpec-

tedly, income, employment and ages were not 

statistically related to DAX. This is likely due 

to the fact that the earlier studies asked partic-

ipants regarding a more long-term DAX. This is 

totally different setting because this study fo-

cused on a certain situation. Situational anger 

might not affected by income, employment and 

ages. Secondly, earlier studies have reported 

that income, employment and ages have some-

thing to do with SWB not directly with DAS or 

DAX. Hence, actually the relationships between 

DAX and the three constructs, income, employ-

ment and ages have not been examined.  

Relationships and neuroticism, however, 

do have a significant correlation to DAX; how-

ever, the direction is different: relationships are 

negatively correlated to DAX (-0.187), while 

neuroticism has a positive correlation (0.343). 
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　 DAX Income Employment Ages
Social 

relationship
Neuroticism Anger Mean

Standard 
deviation

DAX 1 1.319 1.793

Income 0.050 1 2.367 1.413

Employment 0.034 0.344 1 1.350 0.529

Ages -0.041 0.086 -0.017 1 33.9 10.008

Social relationship -0.187 0.080 0.031 -0.023 1 3.683 0.661

Neuroticism 0.343 0.207 0.161 -0.033 -0.387 1 2.500 0.789

Anger 0.367 0.226 0.029 -0.129 0.034 0.263 1 7.192 4.272

Note : Boldfaces are significant at p < 0.01.

<Table 4> Mean, Standard Deviation and Correlation(n = 120)

This could be attributed to a state of having 

stronger social relationships may make an in-

dividual less likely express negative emotions as 

anger to others. On the other hand, since the in-

dividuals of higher neuroticism are more likely 

than average to experience anger, they respond 

poorly to environmental stresses such as trou-

bles while driving. This opposite correlation is 

supported by the result of the correlation be-

tween social relationships and neuroticism (-0.387) 

as shown in <Table 4>. 

Anger estimated by the proposed method, 

as expected, is positively correlated to DAX 

(0.391). Considering the correlation values which 

are more than 0.3 have been regarded as sub-

stantially meaningful in social studies, anger can 

be regarded as critical construct to illustrate DAX. 

As for anger construct, constructs other 

than DAX were not significant. This gives a use-

ful implication : the relationship between DAX 

and anger may not be meditated by other con-

ditions and hence if only the users reveal his anger 

in a valid manner, he may not need to disclose 

any further personal data such as income and 

ages.  

We also conducted a step-wise regression 

to estimate DAX with anger and the other 

variables. As a result, as shown in <Table 5>, an-

ger and neuroticism were selected as significant 

determinants with 0.447 expression power. If per-

sonal psychographic data are not available due to 

privacy concerns or convenience issues, then we 

could choose model 1, even though its expression 

power (0.367) is less accurate than the other model.

To summarize, we developed an SWB esti-

mating method that does not require a self-survey 

(such as DAX where the users have to answer 

questions manually). Instead, we developed a 

context-aware service that automatically collects 

context data as affective predicates and then esti-
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DAX

1 2 BEST

beta beta beta

Intersection 0.212 0.2559 -1.088*

Anger 0.154
***

0.132
***

0.125
***

Control variables

Income -0.003

Employment -0.020

Ages 0.001

Social relationship -0.306

Neuroticism  0.499* 0.604**

Pearson R 0.367 0.460 0.447

Note : *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

<Table 5> Results of regression analysis(n = 120)

mates higher level abstract contexts such as anger 

and SWB. Some may argue that the correlation 

value (Pearson R) 0.447 may not satisfactory to 

illustrate DAX and hence SWB. However, what 

we actually need is not the exact score of SWB, 

but the score change. No matter what the level 

of SWB is, the context-aware service will be ac-

tive and work only if the level goes down.  

4.3 Estimating a Change Volume of 
Subjective Well-Being Using Anger 
Score

Once a degree of anger is estimated, then 

formula (4) about negative affect () is in-

stantiated as (8), based on the results in Table 5. 

The coefficient of Anger variable, 0.125, is ap-

plied to (6),   . Moreover, among 

user profile as control variables ( ), only  

is left in (8). 

    (8)

     

Based on the result from (8), a contextual 

SWB is derived as shown in (7).    

indicates the degree of anger, which is function 

of intensity of degree adverb () and the de-

gree of feeling verb ().  is the fifth control 

variable, neuroticism, which ranges from 1 to 5.

We developed a prototype system, emoChat, 

using Java. emoChat is based on an open source 

chatting program dispatched by Planet-Source- 

Code.com. On top of the source code, a database 

interface module and contextual SWB estimation 

module are newly developed (El, 2009). emoChat 

consists of a server program and a client program. 
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The server program initially requests demogra-

phic data and some psychographic data from the 

user, if he or she is willing to share that infor-

mation. Then the system only request neuroticism, 

which is the only control variable in the accepted 

regression model. Other than neuroticism, some 

demographic data, inquiry, income, employment, 

ages and social relationship can be extensively 

asked. However, the user may ignore the requests 

due to privacy concerns.  

After entering the data values, a driving 

scenario, randomly selected from the 49 scenarios 

in DAS database, is shown on the user’s display. 

For example, “I’m driving down the road at a 

regular speed, when a driver comes up fast be-

hind me, is tailgating me, and starts to flash his 

high beams.” The system asks the user to imagine 

being in that scenario, and then to write down his 

or her feelings with an affective predicates : e.g. 

very angry, annoyed, a little bit uncomfortable, 

etc. Since emoChat system can recognize 99 feel-

ing verbs and 15 degree adverbs, the user can use 

1,485 expressions by combining the verbs and 

adverbs. This recognizing capability enables much 

more abundant expressions than legacy SWB es-

timation techniques, which use 10 or more ex-

pressions. The next release of emoChat will be 

added on Instance Messaging system or smart 

phones as application.

5. Conclusion

As mobile devices’ computing power grows, 

and smart phones in particular, context-aware 

services become more feasible. One of the biggest 

opportunities for context-aware services lies in 

health or life-care services. In light of this, in-

dividuals’ SWB is a crucial measure to help make 

decisions regarding which care services could be 

provided to the users in a timely and relevant 

manner. Being able to accurately and transpa-

rently estimate the user’s SWB automatically or 

at least naturally is needed. However, conven-

tional self-survey techniques are ineffective be-

cause the techniques require users’ manual input 

and hence will not be perceived as convenient. 

Meanwhile, conventional sensors which acquire 

physical context data are likewise insufficient for 

recognizing the user’s perception such as SWB. 

Hence, we propose a novel subjective well- 

being estimation method using affective predi-

cates which are revealed in the user’s chat or 

e-mail system. To do so, linguistic knowledge is 

applied to quantifying the affect level of each 

predicate, which consists of a feeling verb and a 

degree adverb. In this paper, we focused on 

anger. 99 feeling verbs and 15 degree adverbs 

are evaluated by the domain experts; a method 

is then developed to estimate the change of tem-

poral SWB based on those affective predicates. 

To examine the performance of the meth-

od, we compared a Driving Anger Scale (DAS) 

using Driving Anger Expression Inventory 

(DAX) because it has been widely accepted tech-

niques to estimate anger. According to the corre-

lation test and regression analysis, we found that 
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the anger score from our method and that from 

DAX has statistically significant relationships. 

This means surveying with DAS can be replaced 

by the proposed method, which is the main con-

tribution of this paper. 

The second contribution of this paper is the 

interdisciplinary effort : subjective well-being theo-

ries in positive psychology and feeling verb re-

search in linguistics are applied to perception- 

aware computing. Since one of the critical suc-

cess factors of the context-aware systems is to 

recognize higher level context in accurate and 

natural manner, inviting social science and hu-

manities will likely contribute to more mean-

ingful outcomes. 

The proposed method is now being applied 

to implement well-being life care service based 

on smart phones. The well-being life care service 

will be used in any caring services such as every-

day life-care, health-care and solitary-care. In 

particular, we will develop the context-aware an-

ger estimation and recommendation service for 

smart cars which contain voice recognition func-

tionality and our emoChat system. Other than 

this, we are going to extend affective elements 

other than anger in estimating SWB. 
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<Appendix> A. The Scoring Result of 99 Anger-related Feeling Verbs

articles average articles average articles average

yeokeopda
(disgustin6)

8.1
jilsaekhada
(loathing)

5.6
bulmanjokhada
(dissatisfied)

4.0

jeongohada
(loathing)

8.1
jinjurinada
(shudder)

5.6
biwidolida
(displeased)

3.9

hyeomohada
(loathing)

8.1
kyoropda
(anguish)

5.6
jikyeopda
(boring)

3.9

hwanmyeolhada 
(disillusive)

7.9
katjanda
(ridiculous)

5.5
tuakhada
(unappealing)

3.8

buntongteojida 
(enraged)

7.7
kotongsurupda
(painful)

5.5
Jipjiphada
(uncomfortable)

3.7

kyeongmyeolhada 
(scorn)

7.7
sungjilnada
(lose temper)

5.4
golnada
(angry)

3.7

kyeokbunhada
(very furious)

7.6
silda
(hateful)

5.4
sigihada
(jealousy)

3.6

guyeokjilnada 
(nauseating)

7.5
jigutjiguthada
(tiresome)

5.3
sisaemhada
(jealousy)

3.6

nobaldaebalhada
(wild rage)

7.5
bulkaehada
(unpleasant)

5.1
mipsalsurupda
(hateful)

3.6

kyeoknohada
(outraged)

7.4
sungnada
(angry)

5.0
kaengida
(guilty)

3.4

momyeolhada 
(contempt)

7.3
wonmanghada
(resent)

5.0
bulpyeonhada
(inconvenient)

3.3

moyokhada
(insulted)

7.3
jingurupda
(creepy)

5.0
jiruhada
(boring)

3.2

bunnohada
(raging)

7.3
buanada
(angry)

4.8
goruhada
(outdated)

3.2

jinohada
(wrath)

7.2
hungbunhada
(upset)

4.8
guichanda
(troublesome)

3.1

ulhwachimilda
(resentful)

7.0
jilida
(sick of)

4.8
goritabunhada
(stuffy)

2.9

bungaehada
(infuriated)

6.9
sinmulnada
(sick and tired of)

4.7
mulida
(fed up)

2.9

chitulda
(chagrin)

6.8
mipda
(hateful)

4.6
torajida
(sulky)

2.8

kyeokanghda
(incense)

6.8
banhanghada
(rebellious)

4.6
pyeoropda
(bothersome)

2.7
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bunhada
(furious)

6.7
yeomjungnada
(get sick and tired of)

4.5
gulida
(trapped)

2.7

wontonghada
(resentful)

6.6
tugihada
(jealousy)

4.5
pyorotonghada
(sulky)

2.5

kyeokhada
(agitated)

6.3
motmatanghada
(displeased)

4.5
saemnada
(jealousy)

2.5

yeokjungnaeda
(upset)

6.2
unjanta
(displeased)

4.4
eosusunhada
(untidy)

2.5

ulbunhada
(frustration)

6.2
jiltuhada
(jealous)

4.4
saeljukhada
(sulky)

2.5

geosimhada
(disgusted)

6.1
soksanghada
(distressed)

4.4
siksanghada
(fed up)

2.5

jajungnada
(irritated)

6.1
jinreoknada
(get tired of)

4.3
sikundunghada
(apathetic)

2.5

yeokjungnada
(upset)

6.0
sungasida
(annoying)

4.3
sisihada
(trivial)

2.3

nohada
(angry)

6.0
yalmipda
(hateful)

4.3
pyeonchanda
(unwell)

2.3

noyeopda
(mad)

5.9
kasoropda
(ridiculous)

4.2
sidulhada
(indisposed)

2.3

musihada
(disregard)

5.9
gaetanhada
(deplore)

4.2
simdurunghada
(dragged)

2.2

gajungsurupda
(contemptible)

5.9
simtongnada
(crooked)

4.2
namburupda
(envious)

1.6

hwanada
(angry)

5.8
yakoruda
(irritated)

4.1
bureoweohada
(envious)

1.3

sinkyeongjilnada
(nervous)

5.8
tathada
(blame)

4.1
burupda
(envious)

1.3

balkunhada
(raging)

5.6
bulpyeonghada
(complain)

4.1
tonggyeonghada
(longing)

1.0
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Abstract

정신적 건강 서비스를 위한 감성구를 활용한 

주관적 웰빙 지수 측정 방법론
 1)

권오병*․최석재**

상황인식 컴퓨  사용자의 상황 이고 주  웰빙(SWB) 측정은 그에 맞는 정신건강 추천, 특히 사증후군이나 

우울증을 한 추천에 매우 도움이 될 것이다. 존하는 자가 진단식 측정법이나 자가 센싱 방법이 주  웰빙 

정보를 모니터링 하는데 제안되고 있음에도 불구하고 시의 한 서비스를 제공하지 못하여 상황인식 서비스로 

쓰이기에는 부 합하다. 따라서 본 논문의 목 은 상황 이고 주  웰빙을 추정하는 방법을 제안하는 것이다. 이 

방법은 사용자가 남기는 응답 로부터 상황 자료를 획득하기 때문에 매우 시 이며 따라서 그때마다의 감정 

상태를 악할 수 있다. 특히 본 연구에서는 온라인 화나 기타 텍스트 기반의 의사소통에서 노출되는 분노심 등 

부정  감정에 련된 감정동사와 정도 부사에 을 두어 측정한다. 제안된 상황 이고 주  웰빙 추정 방법을 

기반으로 하여 웰빙 생활을 한 추천 시스템을 개발하고자 한다. 이러한 아이디어의 실 가능성을 보이기 하여 

실제 운 자들을 상으로 제안 방법이 얼마나 실제 감정을 잘 추론하는지에 해 실험을 수행하 다.

Keywords : 주  웰빙, 부정  감정, 상황인식  서비스, 삶의 만족도, 개인 운  분노 상황

*  경희 학교 경 학
** 성신여자 학교 국어국문학과
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